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Abstract
Rubidium atomic frequency standards are currently the
most common atomic clocks in global navigation satellite
systems. Their frequency is affected by the light-shift
effect due to the lamplight used for the optical pumping
process, so that lamplight instabilities turn into frequency
instabilities setting a limit to the navigation performance.
Here we present the outcome of a study covering years of
data from 10 GPS Rubidium clocks. We characterized the
lamps’ behavior; we found correlations between lamplight
and frequency instabilities, like jumps and long-term
variations, and used them to estimate the in-orbit lightshift coefficient. We found that the clock’s long-term
stability is limited by the lamp’s one, and that the random
walk frequency noise seems to be driven by a compound
Poisson process by modelling lamplight jumps. Different
solutions are proposed to overcome these problems and
improve the performances of rubidium clocks and, thus,
of global navigation satellite systems.

estimate the light-shift coefficient (LSC), and we show
how the clock’s long-term frequency stability is limited
by the lamplight intensity stability. Section 5 gives a
possible explanation to the RAFS RWFN as the result of a
compound Poisson process that maps lamplight jumps
into RAFS frequency jumps by the LSE. Section 6 lists
some possible solutions to the RAFS LSE problem, with
particular attention to a proposed active compensation of
lamplight-induced frequency variations.

2. An Introduction to RAFS and LSE
2.1 RAFS
The typical structure of a RAFS is shown in Figure 1. The
basic idea is to lock the frequency of a voltage-controlled
crystal oscillator (VCXO), multiplied by a synthesizer, to
the frequency of an atomic transition. In this case, the
87
Rb ground state hyperfine transition at 6834.7 MHz [3].

1. Introduction
Thanks to their low weight, small dimensions, low power
consumption and high reliability, rubidium (Rb) atomic
frequency standards (RAFS) are the most common atomic
clocks used in global navigation satellite systems (GNSS)
like GPS, Galileo and BeiDou. Their frequency is affected
by the light-shift effect (LSE), a shift in the nominal
frequency of the clock due to the optical pumping light
from the Rb lamp [1]. Therefore, any variation of the
lamplight intensity and spectrum leads to a variation of
the clock frequency: the clock stability depends on the
lamplight stability, setting a limit to GNSS performance.
This problem is well known [2] but, for the first time, we
have been able to analyze years of data from actual inorbit RAFS to study the effect, uncovering the impact of
the lamp on the clocks’ performances and providing a
possible explanation for the random walk frequency noise
(RWFN). Different solutions have been proposed to
overcome these problems. Here, we propose an active
compensation of lamplight-induced frequency variations,
currently under investigation in our group.
The paper structure is as follows. Section 2 briefly
introduces the RAFS and LSE physics. Section 3 presents
the observed in-orbit lamplight behavior, distinguishing
different kinds of lamplight intensity variations. In section
4 we correlate lamplight and frequency variations; we

Figure 1. Structure of a RAFS. Besides the lamp and the
filter and resonance cells, the other elements are: 1 the
microwave cavity, 2 the photodetector, 3 the electronics
controlling the VCXO (feedback), 4 the VCXO, and 5 the
frequency synthesizer multiplying the VCXO’s output up
to the microwave regime.
An rf-discharge lamp produces Rb resonance. The light
spectrum is shaped by passage through a filter cell, and
then enters the resonance cell (sitting inside a microwave
cavity), causing atoms to move from the F=1 to the F=2
level preparing them for the interrogation phase. During
this phase, if the microwave frequency is tuned onto the
hyperfine transition frequency, the population imbalance
created by optical pumping is destroyed, with a decrease
in light intensity reaching the photodetector (PD). Instead,

if the microwaves are not properly tuned, the F=1 level
remains empty of atoms, and the resonance cell stays
transparent to the light. The change in light intensity
reaching the PD generates the feedback signal that locks
the VCXO to the atoms’ hyperfine transition frequency.
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with of the order of one year. Figure 2 provides an
example with data from two different satellites.

2.2 LSE
The LSE is the shift of an atomic transition frequency due
to the interaction between atoms and light [4]. The atom is
polarized by the light’s electric field , and the induced
dipole moment ∝ interacts with , yielding an energy
perturbation of the atom:
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where is the light intensity. As suggested by (1), the
shift of the energy levels and, therefore, of the transition
frequencies is proportional to the light intensity. The
proportionality coefficient
depends on the light
frequency , hence for a non-monochromatic light it is
is
necessary to integrate over the whole spectrum. If ∆
the frequency shift and
the normalized spectral
density, we have:
∆

≡

(2)

where is the total light intensity and is the LSC. The
corresponding clock fractional frequency deviation is
∆

≡

(3)

is the nominal transition frequency,
is the
where
nominal lamplight intensity,
is the normalized
intensity, and
is the parameter usually reported as the
clock’s LSC [1]. Henceforth, and will be referred to as
the clock’s lamplight and LSC, and will be considered
constant in time. The total fractional frequency deviation
of the clock will be
(4)
where indicates the contributions other than the LSE.
Henceforth, will be referred to as the clock’s frequency.

3. In-Orbit Lamplight Behavior
We analyzed more than 10 years of lamplight data from a
set of 10 GPS Block IIR in-orbit RAFS. Before analyzing
them, we averaged the data over one-day non-overlapping
batches. Detailed analysis can be found in [1, 5].

3.1 Deterministic Variations
The lamplight of the observed RAFS shows a long-term
deterministic variation of the form

Figure 2. Lamplight data (red) from GPS satellites SVN
54 and 61. The black line is a fit with the model in (5).

3.2 Lamplight Jumps and Periodic Ramps
Some of the RAFS show clear lamplight jumps of at least
two different types, i.e. step-like and spike-like jumps.
Some examples are reported in Figure 3. Smaller and
more numerous jumps can be found, depending on the
actual jump definition [5] (see also section 5). Up to now,
these are considered to be stochastic events with random
occurrence, amplitude and duration. Another kind of
observed instability is a periodic ramp of unpredictable
duration and amplitude, also reported in Figure 3.

3.3 Non-stationary noise
Besides jumps and ramps, the RAFS’ lamplight can show
non-stationary noise superimposed on the deterministic
variation. Figure 4 provides an example of a detrended
lamplight data series with the corresponding stability, in
terms of Allan deviation (ADEV). We do not comment on
the white noise visible on the short term, which could be
due to the measurement noise. Instead, we note that on the
long term the lamplight stability seems to be affected by a
random walk. We obtained similar results with longer
data series from other satellites, and the results are
reported in [1]. The estimated random walk contribution
/
to the lamplight ADEV is
5.1 10
, with
in seconds.

4. Lamplight/Frequency Correlation
In principle, any lamplight variation should translate into
a frequency variation according to (3) and (4). The most
evident correlation is the one between large lamplight and
frequency jumps. For each lamplight-induced frequency
jump, the LSC can be estimated as the ratio between the

Figure 5 shows some examples of correlated
lamplight/frequency variations. See [1] for a collection of
LSC estimates obtained from the observed RAFS. Their
with a standard deviation of
average is 1.9 10
0.3 10 . Multiplying the random walk term of the
lamplight ADEV by this LSC, we find a lamplightinferred frequency ADEV, which is expected to be a
lower limit for the long-term stability of the RAFS. With
a 95% confidence interval for the LSC, this limit lies
/
/
and 1.3 10
. Such a
between 6.6 10
result is validated by the manufacturer’s data [7].
Actually, these numbers show that the lamplight-inferred
random walk plays a fundamental role in the limitation of
the GPS Block IIR RAFS long-term stability, which lies
/
/
and 1.5 10
.
roughly between 1.5 10

Figure 3. A step-like lamplight jump from GPS satellite
SVN 41; some spike-like jumps from satellite SVN 54;
periodic ramps from satellite SVN 46.

Figure 5. Correlated lamplight/frequency (red/blue)
variations: a fast jump from GPS satellite SVN 41, longterm variations from SVN 43, ramps from SVN 46.

5. Lamplight Jumps and RAFS RWFN
Figure 4. Detrended lamplight data (red) from GPS
satellite SVN 54 and the corresponding ADEV, showing a
random walk for averaging times larger than 10 days.
jumps’ amplitudes:
Δ /Δ . It is more difficult to find
a correlation between the deterministic lamplight and
frequency variations, since the frequency could receive
contributions different from the LSE, masking the true
correlation. However, once potentially uncorrelated trends
have been removed, one can look for correlations between
residual fluctuations of the detrended data, and :
noise .

(6)

We compute the Pearson-product correlation coefficient
and, in case of good correlation (
0.5), we estimate
as the slope of the regression line. Further details about
these two methods for estimating can be found in [6].

In [5] we used the jump detector described in [8] to look
for lamplight jumps within the available data series.
Comparing each data point with a linear extrapolation
based on the previous three points, we were able to find
smaller and more numerous jumps. Collecting jumps
statistics, in [9] we proposed a model for the lamplight
jumps: a compound Poisson process with a mean waiting
time between jumps of 1/ , where each jump has a
random amplitude taken from a zero-mean Gaussian
distribution with a clock-dependent standard deviation .
In [10] we computed the analytical ADEV of a compound
Poisson process: with a zero-mean jump amplitude, it is
given by

3
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which is the same as for a random walk (usually described
by a Wiener process). Therefore, we made the hypothesis
that the RAFS random walk could be caused by the
lamplight jumps, via the LSE. We tested the hypothesis in
[9], using the LSC estimated in [1] along with and
estimated in [5], by simulating frequency fluctuations
induced by a lamplight compound Poisson process. The
results are reported in Figure 6, taken from [9], and show
a good agreement between the simulated ADEV and the
manufacturer’s ADEV, corroborating our hypothesis.
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